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How Does Your Garden Grow? 

Added Dimension: Hand Reverse Appliqué with Appliqué   
Teacher: Margaret Brewster Willingham, Eye of the Beholder Quilt 

Design 
 
Intermediate-Advanced 
Dates: Applique Away on Galveston Bay, February 21-25, 2021 

  
Learn how fun and easy it is to add dimension to your quilt with 
appliqué and reverse needle-turn appliqué by hand while you 

create the beautiful Lily, Rose, Sunflower, Apple 

Blossom, Forget-Me-Not, Trumpet Vine, Thistle, 

Fuchsia or Iris from Eye of the Beholder’s Victorian 

Flower Garden Quilt IV.  Each flower makes a 16” Square that may be a block in a quilt or finished as a pillow to decorate 

your sofa. You may also choose to stuff your blossoms to add more dimension.  Hand appliqué is a labor of love, but when you trace, 
baste, snip & stitch, it’s fun and easy!    
   Come join the fun!  I will lead you step by step through the process. Learn how easy it is to get sharp points, crisp corners 
and graceful curves. You will love the results you get and you don’t get hung up on the pins.   Be empowered to do reverse needle-
turn appliqué by hand, do it like a pro and enjoy it!    
 
Required: Flower pattern of your choosing- $15.50 print/ $11.75 digital available at www.eobquiltdesign.com .  

Choose from Lily, Rose, Sunflower, Apple Blossom, Forget-Me-Not, Trumpet Vine, Thistle, Fuchsia, Iris, or collect all 9.  Each 
pattern by Eye of the Beholder makes a 16” x 16” block.  Patterns include full-sized pattern pieces and step by step directions. 
 BRING TO CLASS: (Supply List)* 
 Pre-wash and iron fabrics before first class. 
Flower pattern of your choosing  
18” x 18”square of green batik for background  
18” x 18” square of light batik for top (You will need two 18” squares if you wish to make a pillow)  
Scraps, up to a fat quarter, for blossom applique  
10 – 15 Safety pins for pin basting, or straight pins 
No. 7 sharp needle for basting   
No. 11 Milliners needle for appliqué   
1 spool of Button or quilting thread for basting (CONTRASTING COLOR to top batik) 
1 Spool each of threads for stitching (SAME COLOR as top & applique batiks)  
1 pair small, sharp scissors   
 (Optional: 1. Bring some pillow stuffing to puff the blossoms. 2. Bring sewing machine with 90 needle for machine basting.)  
 Helpful items: Needle threader for small-eyed needles   

 
*We recommend these helpful items available from www.eobquiltdesign.com: 

Kai 4” slightly blunted bent-handled scissors; No.7 Sharps Needles; 
 No.11 Milliner’s Needles; Desk Needle Threader; 

 Basting Thread; Frixion gel pens. 
 

www.eobquiltdesign.com 
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Eye-of-the-Beholder-Quilt-Design/404428092950878?ref=br_tf 

https://twitter.com/eobquilt 
http://www.pinterest.com/eobquiltdesign/ 

http://instagram.com/eobquiltdesigns/ 
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You may have notice on the supply list above the item “Optional: 

bring sewing machine with 90/14 needle for basting”.  It is an option to baste your piece by sewing machine rather than by hand.  It 
is faster.  However accuracy can be an issue for some people. How you baste is very important step because it transfers the pattern 
from the back to the front of your piece where you will do your hand reverse applique stitching from.  Whirlwind is a fairly fast make 
if one gets to it. Since you will come to our time together with your Whirlwind all traced out, I think no matter how you baste you 
will get to the fun of stitching by the second day. So I leave it up to you as to which way you want to baste.  

If you want to find out more about our methods please visit our website and look over the Tutorial: Reverse Needle-Turn 
Applique by Hand-Using Our Trace, Baste, Snip & Stitch Technique and in our Blogs, Tutorial section: for hand basting tips 
information read Basting, No Not a Turkey, (posted 3/21/2014) and for machine basting information read Can You Machine Baste? , 
(posted 3/5/2019). This will help you determine whether you want to bring your sewing machine. 

 
*Prep for How Does Your Garden Grow? Workshop:  
 

February 21-25, 2021 
  

In our sample the White fabric is the top fabric that is reverse appliquéd onto the 
Green background. The blossom fabric is appliqued on top of the white fabric. You do not need 
to choose the same colors as we did for our sample, but use this information as a color chart to 
guide you in selecting your own color palette. 
Before class: Please have your pattern all traced onto your background batik.  Follow the instructions for 
Pattern Marking on page 5 and 1 of your pattern.  
 
Purchase pattern prior to class. Read through the whole pattern imagining yourself making the pattern.  

Then read again completing the sections on Fabric Selection and Preparation beginning on page 5, 

which refers you back to page 1,  and Pattern Marking steps 1, 2, 3 & 4 under Reverse Applique 

by Hand.   

Take note:  When you are referred by to page 1 for Pattern Marking under Reverse 

Applique by hand, the two color option in the pattern, that option uses a light as the background 

fabric and a dark as the top fabric, so it will say light background fabric and dark top fabric.  Ignore the word light and dark, or cross 
the words light and dark out with a pencil so it doesn’t confuse you.  For the 3 color version we are using a green, dark, fabric as the 
background fabric and a light as the top fabric.  

 
Please come to class with: 

 Cut 1 – 18” x 18” green Background fabric square with flower pattern traced onto the wrong side. 

 Cut 1 – 18” x 18” light-medium Top fabric square  

 Pattern Marking, step 2 - Trace: Trace the outline of all black and cross-hatched shapes on your pattern, but you do not 
need to trace the actual cross-hatching.  You will need a marking pencil that contrasts your background batik, and you may 
find a Light box helpful to see through your background batik while tracing. Scotch tape is helpful if using a window as a 
light box. Or use Chacopy paper. 

 If you trace with a frixion gel pen, don’t iron your layers together. Just smooth them together. 

 Pin your light top fabric with your green background fabric together with safety pins so that the right side of the light top 

fabric is seen on the front, and the tracing on the wrong side of the green background fabric is seen on the back. 
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